IRAQI PM SAYS THREE MONTHS NEEDED TO ELIMINATE ISLAMIC STATE

BAGHDAD - Iraq's Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi on Tuesday said it would take three months to retake the Islamic State-held city of Mosul, a strategic city crucial to the group's survival.


ROME - Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi has asked the Chamber of Deputies to vote on a new constitutional referendum.


WASHINGTON - Iraq said on Tuesday it would take three months to retake the Islamic State-held city of Mosul, a strategic city crucial to the group's survival.


ISLAMABAD – Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Chinese President Xi Jinping have reaffirmed their determination to take joint measures to ensure peace and security in the region.


OBAMA Reflects on Election, Says he Could Have Won

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (Reuters) - United States President Barack Obama said on Monday that he could have won the 2012 presidential election if he had coped better with criticism.


Decision

Russia Calls U.S. Move to Better Arms Syrian Rebels a "Hostile Act"

MOSCOW - Russia said on Tuesday that a U.S. decision to ease restrictions on arms sales to Syrian rebels had opened the way for a "space where the latest need for a dialogue and compromise might be possible".


Fighting in E. Ukraine

A man walks near a damaged building in the village of Hrabove, Donetsk region, eastern Ukraine, September 23, 2014. The United States and the European Union on Tuesday tightened sanctions against Russia over its intervention in Ukraine, with the EUadding two companies and six individuals to its blacklist, and the United States warning 17 more people that they could be next.


In Iraq, Rwandan Military Talks Quietly Useful: Officials

The Rwandan military and its allies have been fighting a war in northern Iraq for several years, with the aim of gaining control of the northern region of the country.


No News for Peace as Yemen Leaves Tragic Year of War

SAUDI ARABIA - Yemen is receiving the new year without much hope about peace or an end to the catastrophic humanitarian situation. The war has lasted for years, and despite efforts by several countries to broker a peace agreement, there has been little progress.


Turkish Armies Hit 185 IS Targets in Northern Syria

ANKARA - Turkish forces hit 185 Islamic State (IS) targets in northern Syria since Ankara launched a military operation in August against the jihadists, Turkish Defense Minister Ismet Yilmaz said on Monday.


Australia, Iraq, Indonesia, and China are among the countries that have expressed interest in the MIC model. The MIC approach is seen as a way to promote investment, technology transfer, and capacity building in the region.
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Syrian Refugees in Turkey Urged to Join Forces Against IS

ISTANBUL - Some Turks have suggested enlisting Syrian Kurds in the Turkish armed forces, as the fighting in Syria is growing for control of the country.
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